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MAY 12 — 15, 1998 1 YEAR 1 MONTH  LAST
AGO AGO WEEK

Market Cap (RM bil) 713.4 394.3 343.7
— Main Board 658.8 373.1 326.2
— Second Board 54.6 21.2 17.5
KLCI (pts) 1041.27 664.28 566.85
SBI (pts) 501.49 152.35 123.78
3-mth Klibor 7.485 10.950 10.990
RM/US$ 2.5030 3.6800 3.7900

WEEKLY VOLUME LEADERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
Tenaga Nasional 6.400 6.650 5.900 0.100 1.59 21.0
Transmile 2.470 3.860 1.250 -1.570 -38.86 18.3
Sime Darby 3.160 3.260 3.020 -0.020 -0.63 16.5
United Engineers 2.500 2.700 2.180 -0.220 -8.09 13.7
RHB Capital 2.100 2.260 1.960 -0.200 -8.70 13.3

WEEKLY TOP GAINERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
Pasdec 1.790 1.800 1.090 0.590 49.17 0.958
Kemayan-W 0.280 0.290 0.200 0.065 30.23 0.099
Transwater 13.000 13.000 13.000 2.800 27.45 0.001
Ken Holdings 1.280 1.280 0.980 0.260 25.49 0.020
Elba 2.500 2.500 1.900 0.500 25.00 0.005

WEEKLY TOP LOSERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
Transmile 2.470 3.860 1.250 -1.570 -38.86 18.316
Comm Asset-W 0.045 0.070 0.030 -0.025 -35.71 0.866
Perfect Food 2.960 4.100 2.960 -1.500 -33.63 0.052
Nanyang-W 0.030 0.050 0.030 -0.015 -33.33 0.272
KFC-W 0.460 0.635 0.435 -0.195 -29.77 0.356
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ECONOMIC & STRATEGY
Watch the ringgit's behaviour, Tenaga Nasional's results dampener

The strong ringgit phenomenon: Political and economic turmoil in Indonesia could have provided an
excuse for possible attack on the regional currencies. But the ringgit remained resilient last week, as a result
of busy offshore swap activities. That appears to have lent tremendous boost to the ringgit’s strength. De-
mand for ringgit was visibly strong in the reflection of offshore swap rates as high as 30 to 40% last week,
giving an equally crucial support to the equity market. In our view, this could have been triggered by short-
coverings by hedge funds over the failed attack on the Malaysian currency some two weeks ago. This phe-
nomenon is expected to be temporal. But should it linger, it will have the unfavourable effect of drawing
onshore ringgit away to the detriment of local liquidity.

Tenaga Nasional interim results: There is still no silver lining in Tenaga Nasional’s operations. It has
just released worse than expected results for the six months to Feb 28, 1998. The latest interims crystallised
the impact of currency crisis to another height: at a closing exchange rate of RM3.64/US dollar, forex loss hit
RM2.47b, comprising RM2.18b in translation loss and RM296m in transaction loss. The benefits of full 8.3%
tariff hike from May 1997 was reflected in a 22% rise in turnover to RM5.7b, but failed to filter into higher
operating gains because of (1) higher interest expense and (2) increased IPP payments. Interest expense rose
more than two-fold from RM273m to RM644m, while IPP purchases amounted to RM1.74b vs RM1.56b in
previous corresponding interims. Note that payment to the IPPs was for 32% of the 26,476 GWh generated
by the industry, while RM1.94b was paid for 68% of the units bought from its generation subsidiary.

Net interim loss amounted to RM2.1b (loss per share 68 sen) already surpassed the RM1.5b expected by the
industry, based on latest consensus estimates. With total loan book now at RM20.7b (vs RM15.1b end Feb 97)
and 42% denominated in US dollar, higher forex and interest expense will continue to drag results for at
least another six months. SELL.

Crisis in Indonesia subsiding: With President Suharto back in charge, tension in Jakarta has subsided
over the weekend as prices of fuel and other essential items were cut sharply to pacify the angry population.
While this conciliatory move may not jeopardise its IMF fundings, foreign creditors will generally be worse
off. More debts will have to be written off, which means accepting 30-40 cents for every dollar lent. But
Jakarta’s economic problem is well-documented now. The risk, however, lies in the failure of its political
system - this is still possible with the disunity within the ruling Golkar party and the vocal opposition
groups.

The market remains precarious despite last week’s rebound. Unless there is a clear fundamental improve-
ment in the market, this week’s outlook will hinge on the prospect of continued stability of the ringgit and
political development in the region. Sell on strength. [David Yong 466-3929]
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TECHNICAL VIEW
Short-term technical stability is found, but still no reason to be bullish on rebound

The KLCI closed 13.2 pts lower at 566.85 last week. The bounce off the 545/550 short term target low may
bring in a measure of stability in the near term. This can be translated to mean that the KLCI is about to
trade in a neutral to bullish fashion this week.

However, there are no strong reasons at the moment to get bullish except for the fact that the market is
oversold again at these levels. RSI is negative and below 50 with no divergence in sight, while the MACD is
flattening out considerably, but with a negative bias. Momentum is negative and is slanting near zero. The
weekly MACD has just cut into a negative bias mode.

Volumes have increased slightly towards the end of last week, indicating a market that may be buying on
dips near the 545/550 level for a rebound. The major/primary trend is still down, and any rally this week is
expected to be capped near the 595-610 levels where a gap exists, implying a natural pull to fill it in the next
upcycle. The gap created in February is fully covered at 569. The KLCI is currently falling down a neat
channel (see chart on next page) and the bottom of the descending channel was tested at 545 last Thurs-
day. The top of the channel as of today is at 596 while the bottom is at 539. Chart resistance is at 573 and 588
while support remains at 545/539.

Wavewise, the KLCI has completed the fall from 742 and a period of retracement to 620 and 643 may have
started last week from the 545 low. However, this can be confirmed only if the market trades above 588 .This
represents the 38%/50% correction of the prior fall from 742. The recommendation is for a neutral stand this
week, although any significant rally is expected to be met with strong selling.

This week, the focus will continue to be on the crisis on Indonesia. Over the weekend, an eerie calm seems to
have descended on the capital, with the military in full control of the city. However, the momentum for
change has begun and this will probably lead to a change of the political environment. Whatever develop-
ment that may take place will not change the fact that it will take a long time before confidence returns to
Indonesia.

The other factor that may be worth watching is the unusually high offshore swap rates for the ringgit com-
pared to the onshore rates. So far, the ringgit has managed to stave off hedge-fund attacks because of this.
But this can cause an outflow of local ringgit to earn higher interest and that can have a destabilising effect
on ringgit liquidity onshore. [P. Cherry Simon 254-6677]
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